
THE TASTING PANEL
It’s not just Europe and America making fantastic modern beer. Native 

ingredients, methods and tastes have given these breweries a unique set 
of flavour profiles.

8 Wired Saison Sauvin
Two things meant to be together but born on opposite sides of the world, Nelson 
Sauvin is a perfect addition to a saison. This ultra-dry, funky and fruity style cries 
out for the gentle white-wine acidity of Nelson Sauvin – adding gooseberry, pine 
and grape notes to the foral and peppery base beer. Complex yet refreshing and a 
stunning modern version of a historic Belgian recipe.

Renaissance Boonies Xtra Pale ale
This beer was brewed to let the hops really shine, with an extra pale body that adds 
little more than colour and a hint of cracker or biscuit on the nose. After that it’s all 
hops – which add huge dryness along with lots of bitter lemon, grapefruit and pine.

Kona Hanalei
Hailing from Hawaii, Kona are technically a US brewery but the beers have a distinctly 
Pacific vibe to them. They focus on brewing session beers born to be drunk in the 
sun and Hanalei is the best of the lot. Think of it like a turbo-charged Big Wave, made 
with passion fruit, guava and orange then hopped with juicy Azacca and galaxy. It’s 
loaded with those indiginous tropical fruits which give it a touch of sweetness, but 
like a proper session IPA still bold and bitter on the finish.

Three Boys Oyster Stout
It’s a beer style shrouded in mystery, but the one question on everyone’s lips will 
be – are there actually oysters in this? And the answer is yes. Bluff oysters, if you’re 
interested. They add a minerality to this gorgeously complex but wickedly drinkable 
stout that has notes of roasted coffee, dark chocolate, malt biscuit and liquorice. It 
has a gorgeous soft and smooth carbonation that lets it slip down easy just like...
well...an oyster.

Tuatara Weiz Guy Hefeweizen
As lovers of German beer it takes a lot to impress us when it comes to Hefeweizen 
but this NZ-hopped version gets pretty close to the real thing. On the nose there’s 
lots of the classic banana, bubblegum, clove and vanilla as well as a hint of the 
Pacific Jade hops that add a slightly peppery dryness and some citrus and peach 
notes. Taste-wise it’s more bitter than the Germans would like but it suits our palates 
nicely, especially the clean, zingy finish (for a weissbier that is).
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Galbraiths Pale Ale 
Founded in 1995, Gailbraiths are older than most UK craft breweries, and its experience 
shows in this beer. It’s a summer quaffer, perfectly balancing a little lemon and pine 
hoppiness from the southern cross with a soft caramel body. It’s the kind of beer you 
could sink straight from the bottle in about four gulps.  So save this one for when you 
really need a beer.

Yeastie Boys Bigmouth (UK brewed)
Starting life in New Zealand, this Yeastie Boys beer is actually produced by Brewdog 
in the UK to guarantee freshness and quality. That’s pretty important with a delicate 
hop-forward beer such as Bigmouth. This session IPA is made with Nelson Sauvin, 
Motueka and Pacifica which add all kinds of gooseberry, soft pine, grapefruit and 
lemon/lime aromas and flavours on top of a cracker-dry body.

Stone & Wood Pacific Pale Ale
Along with Little Creates pale ale, Stone & Wood’s Pacific ale is the most famous 
Aussie craft beer and with very good reason. Well cared for, this delicate beer has 
an incredible aroma of overripe tropical fruits, wine gums and fresh pine. It’s extra 
pale body doesn’t get in the way of the bitter grapefruitiness which comes to a clean, 
relatively soft bitter finish.

Prancing Pony Pagan’s Empire
Make no mistake, this is a an old-school beer. Prancing Pony from South Australia 
have essentially created a West Coast rye IPA – whatever they put on the label. But in 
this new world of low bitterness, high fruitiness it’s quite literally refreshing to drink a 
beer like this – there’s lots of piney, resinous hops with a hint of bitter graprefruit pith, 
but the rye really comes through to add a spicy caramel note that heightens to rich 
resin before the citrus crashes in to clean it all up. Massive, complex and exciting.

Vale Lager
This delicious pale lager is another one to save for when you really, really need a 
beer. It’s endlessly sinkable thanks to mix of bready pilsner malt and slightly sweeter 
munich, balanced by the use of the softly bitter noble German hop Tettnang and the 
bigger, citrusy NZ Pacifica. It all comes together to make for a floral lager that’s super 
clean but never verging on being dull. It’s reassuring to know someone cares about 
lager in Australia.
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